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   Date of Exam: 09/01/2019 

Time Allotted:  1 hour                                        Max.Marks:20 

(Note: This question paper consists of 3 printed pages. Please check that you have all the pages)               

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section A: Reading 

 

I. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follows:                 (1×4=4) 

 Scientists know many things about the Sun. They know how old it is. The Sun is more than 

4½ billion years old. They also know the Sun’s size. The Sun may seem small, but that is 

because it is so far away. It is about 93 million miles (150 million kilometers) away from the 

Earth. The Sun is so large that the diameter of the Sun is 109 times the Earth’s diameter. The 

Sun also weighs as much as 333,000 Earths. The Sun is the centre of our Solar System. Besides 

the Sun, the Solar System is made up of the planets, moons, asteroid belt, comets, meteors, and 

other objects. 

a) How old is the sun ? 

b) What is the solar system made up of ? 

c) What is there at the centre of the Solar System? 

d) Write the opposite of the words from the passage:                                                                 

i) young x_______________________      ii)  less x _______________________ 

 

 

 

Section B: Grammar and Writing 

 

II.Add question tags to the following sentences:                                             (½×5=2½) 

1. You come from China, ____________? 

2. He left at 7 o'clock, ___________? 

3. She hasn't got a dog, _____________? 

4. It isn't snowing, ___________? 

5. Jenny was hoping to come, ____________? 
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III. Look at the picture carefully and write 4 sentences:                                         (2 marks) 

 
 

IV.Fill in the blanks with the Past Tense form of the verbs given in the brackets:(½×5=2)  

1) She _______________________ busy yesterday. (be) 

2) They ____________________ a friend in the market. (meet) 

3) Polly ____________________ to her friends all day. (talk) 

4) I ___________________ a terrible headache yesterday. (have) 

5) Bob _____________________ home from school late. (come) 

 

Section C: Literature 

V. Answer the following in brief:  

1) Why did Indira hate striking matches even as an adult?                                         (2×1=2) 

2) How did Sindbad save himself from drowning?                                                     (1×1=1) 

 

VI.Read the following extract and answer the following questions: 

Now Mr Hornbill does his bit, 

With gobs of clay he seals her in, 

Just leaving a small narrow slit 

Through which to feed his kith and kin. 

‘No wife of mine,’says he,ʽshall roam.’ 

A woman’s place is in her home!’ 
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1)Name the poem and the poet.                                                                       (½×1=½) 

2) What is Mr Hornbill’s job?                                                                            (1×1=1) 

3) Write two rhyming words from the given lines.                                         (½×1=½) 

 

VII. Give meanings:                                                                                              (½x4=2) 

         1)  hatch out         2) sore         3) gobs          4) explore 

VIII. Frame meaningful sentences:                                                                      (1x2=2)                                                                   

         1) refuse            2) trouble 

 

 

**************************************************************************** 
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Date of Exam: 09/01/2019 

Time Allotted:  1 hour                                    Max. Marks: 20 

         (Note: This question paper consists of 3 printed pages. Please check that you have all the pages.) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section A: Reading 

 

I. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follows:           (1×4=4) 

Scientists know many things about the Sun. They know how old it is. The Sun is more than 4½ 

billion years old. They also know the Sun’s size. The Sun may seem small, but that is because it 

is so far away. It is about 93 million miles (150 million kilometers) away from the Earth. The Sun 

is so large that the diameter of the Sun is 109 times the Earth’s diameter. The Sun also weighs as 

much as 333,000 Earths. The Sun is the centre of our Solar System. Besides the Sun, the Solar 

System is made up of the planets, moons, asteroid belt, comets, meteors, and other objects. 

 

a) What is there at the centre of the Solar System? 

b) What is the solar system made up of ? 

c) How old is the sun ? 

d) Write the opposite of the words from the passage:                                                                 

i) near x_______________________      ii)  some x _______________________ 

 

 

Section B: Grammar and Writing 

 

II. Fill in the blanks with the Past Tense form of the verbs given in the brackets:(½×5=2½) 

1. Bob ___________________home from school late. (come) 

2. He  _______________________for a job. (apply) 

3. I ________________________a terrible headache yesterday. (have) 

4. Polly _____________________to her friends all day. (talk) 

5. They ______________________TV last night. (watch) 
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III. Add question tags to the following sentences:                                                (½×5=2½) 

1) You come from China,__________________? 

2)  He left at 7 0'clock,_____________? 

3)  She hasn't got a dog,____________? 

4)  It isn't snowing,_____________? 

5)  Jenny was hoping to come,_______________? 

 

IV. Look at the picture carefully and write 4 sentences:                                    (2 marks) 

 

 

 

Section C: Literature 

 

V. Read the following extract and answer the following questions: 

 

Now Mr Hornbill does his bit, 

With gobs of clay he seals her in, 

Just leaving a small narrow slit 

Through which to feed his kith and kin. 

‘No wife of mine,’sayshe,ʽshall roam.’ 

 A woman’s place is in her home!’ 
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1. What is Mr Hornbill’s job?                                                                                  (1×1=1) 

2. Name the poem and the poet.                                                                              (½×1=½) 

3. Write two rhyming words from the given lines.                                                  (½×1=½) 

 

VI. Answer the following in brief:  

1) How did Sindbad save himself from drowning?                                            (1×1=1)                             

2) Why did Indira hate striking matches even as an adult?                                (2×1=2) 

 

VII. Give meanings:                                                                                                 (½x4=2) 

1) explore           2) gobs          3) sore             4) hatch out                  

VIII. Frame meaningful sentences:                                                                        (1x2=2)                                                                   

        1)  refuse            2) repeat 

 

************************************************************************** 


